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By Alyssa Meillo

The state of the U.S. economy and
the current issue on immigration were
the topics of a debate between the Stony
Brook College Democrats and College
Republicans on April 5.

Speakers Brian Lee and Adam Peck
for the College Democrats defended
President Obama's economic policies,
stressing that there is progress in the na-
tion's recovery from the recession.
"We've seen stability in home marketing
and reduction in unemployment," Lee
said. "There's considerable signs of
growth in the economy.

Peck discussed the President's 2009
stimulus bill and said it did help many
U.S. citizens, despite criticism from Re-
publicans.

"The stimulus bill did create a lot of
jobs for people who needed them'," Peck
said. "You can't deny the stimulus pack-
age..did have an incredible impact on
the middle class."

"We're heading in the right direc-
tion:' he said. "I don't think anyone ex-
pected Obama to resolve our economic
problems in two years and three
months

Jonathan Pu, a speaker for the Col-
lege Republicans, pointed out the dra-
matic increase in national debt since
President Obama took office. The jump
from the $9 trillion in debt when Presi-
dent Bush was in office to the current
$14 trillion under President Obama is
not a sign of a true economic recovery,
Pu said. However, he did agree with
Peck on one thing:

"I absolutely would suggest we're
heading in the right direction for the
first time in a while,' he said.

Aditya Ramanathan, the second
speaker for the College Republicans, ar-
gued that the increase in U.S. citizens'
credit is a reason that the nation is not

really recovering from the recession yet.
"We've seen a giant jump in credit,"'

he said. "People are taking more loans
out than ever before. We're not looking
at a true recovery.

"In fact,, we're worse than we were
in 2008;' he added. Ramanathan said
that at this rate, the nation could face a
double-dip recession. "We've been try-
ing to fill a hole, but we've run out of
dirt to fill it," he said. Peck agreed on the
possibility of a second recession, but
suggested that President Obama should
pass a second stimulus bill to prevent it.

Although both parties displayed
different views on the nation's economy,
they both agreed on what the govern-
ment needs to do to prevent illegal im-
migration: crack down on employers
hiring them.

"We have to enforce the laws we
have on employers:' Ramanathan said.
"We [also] need to have a stable rela-
tionship with Mexico...so Mexicans can
work for American [companies] in
Mexico"'

"If the police and FBI [enforce the

laws]...we will see less immigration:' Pu While the winner of the debate was
said.

The Democrats agreed. "The crisis
we have creates a tiered system where
legal immigrants are competing with il-
legal immigrants [for jobs]," Lee said.
He pointed out that most illegal immi-
grants come to the U.S. for jobs as part
-of a pathway to develop citizenship. Ul-
timately, though, both parties agreed
that the government should create more
ways for illegal immigrants to become
legal citizens. They both referred to the
DREAM Act, a bill that would provide
permanent residency to alien students
who graduated high school, which a
Senate filibuster blocked in December.
Both parties also agreed that amnesty,
simply allowing illegal immigrants to
remain in the country, is not a solution.

".Unfortunately, the immigration
debate in our country is very different
[from] the one in this room' Peck said,
referring to the debate in Washington
about excluding illegal immigrants
from the education system and whether
or not they should receive hospital care.

not determined by the moderators,
Kevin Sabella, founder and president of
the Stony Brook Tea Party, said he be-
lieved the College Democrats and Col-
lege Republicans fairly "covered Nwhat
they're for." However, he believed that
they didn't focus enough on the consti-
tutionality of the laws and issues at
hand. "The constitution should take
precedent in those issues:'" he said.

The Stony Brook Speech and De-
bate Society, which hosted and moder-
ated the debate, implemented a voting
system that allowed audience members
to vote for which party they felt won the
debate by sending a text message to a
provided number. Rachel Clark, a
member of the College Democrats,
moderated the voting system for the
first half of the debate but said no votes
came in. Huma Ashraf, treasurer of the
College Democrats, moderated the
votes for the remainder of the debate,
but could not be reached for the results.
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By John Fischer

The Japanese Student Orcganization

(JSO) of Stony Brook University held
Japanese night on Friday in SAC ball-
roomiA.

The night was about celebrating
Japanese culture and raising donations
for the earthquake victims in Japan. A
donations box was set up and people
made origami cranes that each partici-
pant Ionated for 50 cents to the relief
effort' through either the Red Cross or
the Japanese Society.

"The purpose of Japanese night is
expressing Japanese culture in America,
and this year, to show our support for
the earthquake victims in Japan."' said
JSO President Michael Petrucione.

Authentic Japanese food of inari
sushi, yakisoba fried noodles, and tat-
suta age fried chicken was served. Veg-
etable croquettes, chirashizushi, and
oden made of fish cakes with dashi
broth were also included.

Games included shooting ping-
pong poke balls in to Pok6mon pictured
cups, throwing paper ninja stars, and
catching falling origami paper with
chop sticks. Popular activities were
shooting rubber bands at paper cutouts
of anime in shiteki, people fishing for
balloons before the string on their
hooks broke in Mizu yo-yo, and the Wii
Smash Brothers video game challenge.

"All the different games made
Japanese night very interesting. Some of
the things I've never even heard of be-
fore"' said Freshman Sarah Ha.

Each game awarded stamps that
could be used to win prizes of erasers,
bentos, Japanese trinkets and soda.

Singers and bands performed tradi-
tional and modern Japanese music.
Daniel DiLauro and his band were the
beginning act and were followed by the
Chinese Association at Stony Brook
performing dance routines. JSO dance
team danced to "Love and Joy" and
were followed by bands Petrucione and

XO. Taiko Tides, a club of traditional
Japanese drumming, was the final per-
formance.

"It was great working with JSO be-
cause we want to fundraise for the
earthquake victims in Japan and are
hoping to form a stronger bond with
JSO. We love doing performances and
bringing the Japanese culture to cam-
pus." said Daniel DiLauro, the treasurer
of Taiko Tides.

JSO Event Coordinator Yumi Ma-
suda described the setup of the night. "It
was a lot of hard work and we put a lot
of time and effort in. We got a lot of

support from our members and people
of Japanese culture and we could defi-
nitely not have done it without our
hardworking e-board?'

Students and teachers described the
night as a cultural and rewarding expe-
rience.

"Japanese night is all about sharing
Japanese culture and including every
one and showing the spirit behind the

Japanese culture." said SBU Biology pro-
fessor Joan Miyazuki. "It shows support
and awareness of how the Japanese cul-
ture resonates."

Janelle Monae To Perform at SBU...and That Guy Bruno M
.North American tour. Co-headliner

By Carol Moran Monae, born in Kansas City, is well
,kn Ar tn fnr thc fEhinn hl1 imi ,ap P h

Grammy-winning pop singer
Bruno Mars and soul-funk songstress
Janelle Monde will take the stage May 6
for the annual end-of-year concert pre-
viously known as Brookfest in the Stony
Brook Arena.

Mars, famous for his hit singles
"Just the Way You Are" and "Grenades,"
also co-wrote and produced such pop
tunes as Travie McCoy's "Billionaire"
and B.o.B.'s "Nothin' on You?' He re-
cently won a Grammy for "Best Male
Pop Vocal Performance'"

The 25-year-old Honolulu native is
touring the country with Monae as part
of their "Hooligans in Wondaland"

XN-I.kJta VV 11 aIJ L LJL. . C L3111%UP C I- 111-a. i,. OIIL

presents on stage in her signature tuxe-
dos, as well as her captivating songwrit-
ing and performances. Her hit
"Tightrope" was nominated for "Best
Urban/Alternative Performance" at this
past year's Grammys.

Though the contracts haven't been
finalized, the performers are expected
to cost USG somewhere in the range of
$100,000 to $150,000. The concert,
which has yet to be named, will be dif-
ferent from previous Brookfests, which
have usually taken place on Saturdays.
This year, the concert is scheduled to
take place the same day as the Roth Re-
gatta.
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On Tuesday, April 26, 2011,
cAmerica's most dangerous man,' Dr.
Daniel Ellsberg, is scheduled to give a
talk at 8 p.m. in the SAC Auditorium.
His lecture will touch on the parallels
between his big claim to fame and the
recent work of WikiLeaks.

To many college-aged individu-
als, Daniel Ellsberg is a name in
American history textbooks. And if
you happened to stay awake during
the one or two classes that discuss
more recent history, you might know
that Ellsberg-was the man behind the
release of the Pentagon Papers-a
7,000-page collection of top-secret
and sensitive documents containing
briefs and memos that outlined U.S.
involvement -in Vietniam from 1945
to 1967. Included was a candid inter-
nal assessment of the war's progress
that varied drastically from the rosy
picture presented to the American
public.

On June 13, 1971, the New York
Times published the first of many ex-
cerpts from the papers Ellsberg had
leaked to it. But.after the first three
articles ran, the Nixon Administra-
tion pursued a federal injunction
against the Times, hoping to block
publication of more sensitive infor-
mation.

As the suit worked its way
through the legal system, other pa-
pers like The Washington Post filled
in and began to publish the docu-
ments-a united act of public service
and protest against a government try-
ing to censor the information
through prior restraint.

The papers didn't put Nixon's ad-
ministration in a bad light so much
as they led to embarrassments for the
Kennedy and Johnson administra-

tions by detailing their foreign policy
strategies and actions in Southeast
Asia. Revealed were a multitude of
secret and illegal bombings in Cam-
bodia and Laos, as well as raids on
North Vietnam-all of which had
gone unreported by the press.

In April 2010, beginning with a
sensational video of U.S. soldiers
gunning down a Reuters photogra-
pher from an Apache helicopter,
WikiLeaks started to release selec-
tions from a massive trove of govern-
ment cables and documents,
including classified materials related

to the wars in Iraq and Afghanitan.
It's not difficult, then, for o:e to

draw a connection between Ellberg
and the newspapers that ran his story
and WikiLeaks and its verified
sources.

Of course, Ellsberg and Vik-
iLeaks aren't analogous. WikiLeaks,
the non-profit media organization,
occupies some not-entirely-chirted
new-media position halfway beteen
that of Ellsberg and the New York
Times. A more clear parallel xists
between Ellsberg and, allegedly; Pfc.
Bradley Manning. Manning is sus-
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Hate what you see? E-mal your letters to editors@sbpresscom
pected of being the lead source in violation of the Eight Amendment, Manning is ridiculous and counter- firm HB Gary Federal
the leak of thousands of classified is just one of the violations of the productive and stupid on the part of cooked up smear camp
documents to WikiLea'ks. principles of democracy and free- the Department of Defense," Crow- plots to threaten the care

But there are some differences. dom involved in his dubious incar- ley said before a small audience at a nalists sympathetic to W
Although he faced fierce vitriolic at- ceration. The Eighth Amendment Massachusetts Institute of Technol- It is in this context, a
tacks from the political establish- states that "Excessive bail shall not ogy seminar in early March. dition of our mission to
ment when he leaked the Pentagon be required, nor excessive fines im- In addition, the strategic effort public debate on campu
Papers, Ellsberg was never crimi- posed, norcruel and unusual pun- by both the government and the Press is proud to bring
nally charged or arrested for the ishments inflicted." corporate sector to dismantle Wik- Stony Brook. Again, that
leak. "Here we have someone who iLeaks' operations-so uniquely ef- will be at 8 p.m. on Apri

For Manning, it's a completely has not yet been tried, not yet con- fective as a journalistic watchdog in SAC Auditorium.
different story. For the past eight victed, being held in isolation, soli- a sea of sycophantic pro-war estab- Ellsberg has been voc
months, the 23-year-old Oklahoma tary confinement, for something lishment news outlets-and censor the question of the equiv
native has been lockeod up in the Ma- over nine months," said Ellsberg. its content is just another way that tween Manning's action
rine Corps Brig in Quantico, VA, "This is something that is likely to freedoms guaranteed in the Consti- berg's, as well as a feisty
where Ellsberg once trained many drive a person mad, and may be the fution have been threatened in the in the larger debates a
moons ago. In maximum security intent of what's going on here." herculean efforts to manufacture WikiLeaks revelations a
custody, Manning spends 23 hours When Assistant Secretary of popular acquiescence to America's forts to stiflethem. Andt
a day in solitary confinement. State P.J. Crowley spoke out against overseas wars., tions about WikiLeaks
Amnesty International has ex- the conditions of Manning's treat- Companies like Amazon, Pay- treatment of whistleblo
pressed concerns over the poten- ment, without even questioning the pal, Mastercard and Visa caved generally, given the essent
tially brain damage-inducing repression of his rights but rather quickly to pressure to withdraw meaningful and practicalj
conditions of Manning's detain- the efficacy of the torturous tactics, their services from WikiLeaks, hin- as a check on government
ment. it wasn't too much of a surprise that dering the site's ability to receive the ing, are fundamental to

The torture of Bradley Manning, he resigned a day later. donations and funding necessary to democratic health.
which Ellsberg has labeled a direct "What is being done to Bradley stay afloat, while the private security
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Some Real Talk About tke Uni ted Students Par
This Monday

marks the start of
the 2011-2012

USG Election sea-
son, which will
prove to be one of

.- the most crucial
elections Stony
Brook's under-

graduates have en-
countered in the past ten years. The
USG is business as usual, right? So why
should undergraduates care this time
around? Several things will be decided
by this election. The student body will
decide who will represent them on is-
sues such as tuition hikes and their ef-
fects. They will decide who will be there
to make changes to the USG with the
best interest of the student body and for
the best interest of the organization.
When making your decision, ask your-
self, who are the innovators? Who have
proven to you that they have brought
change in the past? Who has the drive
that you are convinced will make
change? Who can you trust? Who will
bring you better campus life? USG con-
trols $ 3.1 million in Student Activity
Fee money that is allocated to clubs and
for events on campus. With the onset of
the new SAB, who will innovate and de-
liver the quality of events like those of
this year? Who do you trust the most to
spend that money properly? Who will
represent your interests? Honesty and
integrity are important too. Two parties
have been declared in this election: Stu-
dent Polity and United Students Party,
and already United Students Party has
begun to mislead the student body and
misrepresent those running on the
United Students Party ticket.

I am not writing to bad-mouth any-
one in the United Students Party. I have
nothing against the party and I have
nothing against two of my fellow Sena-
tors, Senator Fanizza and Senator Sim-
mons, running with the party. They
both show initiative and integrity and
are well-respected people in the USG,
and so I would be happy if they were re-
elected. Due to the poor leadership of
the United Student's Party, Senator Sim-
mons, Fanizza and others on the ticket
have become misrepresented by being
associated with the party's deceptive
platform and by the party's leadership:
current Executive Vice-President and
2011-2012 candidate Deborah
Machalow and Presidential candidate
Mark Maloof. Their platform is merely
a blanket statement of false presump-

tions that slanders the current Under-
graduate Student Government, and it
fails to represent the ideals of people
like Senator Simmons, Senator Fanizza
and others in the party.

Fifteen out of twenty-five of the stu-
dents running on the Student Polity
ticket have not yet been elected. Re-
member this when you read the United
Students Party's platform statement.
"Increasing the productivity by de-
creasing office confrontation and cor-
ruption, while encouraging students to
engage their elected officials," read one
statement from their Facebook event
page. The leadership of the United Stu-
dents Party states this as a goal by sand-
wiching the middle with a few cunning
words, but it is misleading. No office
confrontation has taken place in the
USG this year that has affected the out-
come of any decision made by the Sen-
ate and members of the Executive
Council. Even further, the leadership
wrongfully projects that the current
elected officials are corrupt by stating
the.words "decreasing corruption." Ten
members of Student Polity Are currently
elected and non-elected officials in the
Undergraduate Student Government.
Naturally, any uninformed voter read-
ing this statement then characterizes the
entirety of the Student Polity party as
corrupt. Where is the corruption? What
were the corrupt actions that were taken
those student leaders have been con-
victed of? The United Students Party
leadership fails to cite this. This year,
every action taken by the USG Senate
was within the confines of the USG
Constitution, the USG Code, and their
associated bylaws. There may be some
disagreements with some of the actions

taken, such as the way that SBU-TV had
been closed down, sentiments that I
also share, but that too was done law-
fully as ruled by the Judiciary. SPA Di-
rector Khan is the leader of the
opposing party, Student Polity, and is
running for President. What about the
actions of SPA Director Khan himself?
There are strict rules governing the abil-
ities of the SPA Director. The SAB's
membership decides collectively all of
the decisions of the SAB-the SAB meet-
ing minutes are posted online on the
USG website (stonybrookusg.org), and
you can read them for yourself Has he
done anything wrong? Has he been
convicted of any wrongdoing? The an-
swer is no for both, and nothing has
been shown otherwise.

"Basically, we want the Undergrad-
uate Student Government to serve the
students and not its officials!!!" is the
last statement on the United Students
Party's Facebook event page. It's more
false characterization just to rally stu-
dents. It is a slap to the faces of the
elected officials, Machalow's own col-
leagues, mind you, and to the student
body by making false statements about
current student leaders just so the lead-
ership of United Students Party can
convince the public not to vote for Stu-
dent Polity. I am disturbed by this. False
finger pointing is not what students
should be using as reasons to get
elected. Is this the kind of leadership
that the student body wants and de-
serves? Absolutely not. Students should
be hearing about a party's ideas and in-
novations, what they have to bring to
the Undergraduate Student Govern-
ment, and what kind of changes they
plan on making. Leave the politics to

the politicians. We are no different than
the students who we attend class with,
and the students who will walk with us
when we graduate. We should cut the
blame-game nonsense and work hard to
represent students, be their voice for the
problems they are currently facing, and
band together to make Stony Brook
University a wonderfully enjoyable
place.

Running with a party is the easiest
way for a group of people with a com-
mon goal to get elected. That can be
both good and bad. The bad is that you
may get a group of people who become
complacent and you may elect individ-
uals who don't care for their position.
You may get people who are doing it for
the resume. Joining a party may mask
these types of individuals, and it pre-
vents the general public from discern-
ing who's who among the tide of office
runners. There is some good also-you
may also elect a group of experienced
officials back into office along with
those who they deem to be determined
and innovative individuals with the
drive to cause change. The United Stu-
dents Party needs to get its act together
by showing their interest for the student
body, and by better representing their
candidates. The only thing they are
showing is that they are interested in
badmouthing the other party. Stop
using the tired, misused statement "End
Corruption!" and start shouting the
ideas you support. Demand from the
leadership of the United Students Party
why they should earn your vote. Don't
be fooled by slogans. Make an informed
decision.

Thhir Ahmad is a CAS Senator of the USG and
will graduate this Spring.
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It was the February of' 1985, and philosopher.
Robert Crease sat across the table from
the Nobel Prize winning physicist
Richard Feynman in his Caltech office.
The subject.was unification-the idea
that there lies in wait a universal theory
of everything. It was Einstein's dream,
and in 2011 is still an unachieved goal.

"So we aren't any closer to unifica-
tion than we were in Einstein's time?"
Crease asked. He and Feynman had
been discussing the Standard Model, a
cornerstone of modern particle physics
that is considered to be almost a theory
of everything, but still quite there be-
cause it leaves out principle subjects like
general relativity.

"It's a crazy question!" Feynman
said in anger. "We're certainly closer. We
know more. And if there's a finite
amount to be known, we obviously
must be closer to having the knowledge,
okay? I don't know how to make this
into a sensible question...it's all so stu-
pid. All these interviews are so damned
useless.

It was at that point that Feynman
got up from his desk and cut the inter-
view off. Crease heard Feynman yell
from the corridor, "The history of these
things is nonsense! You're trying to
make something difficult and compli-
cated out of something that's simple and
beautiful?'

It was Crease's line of questioning,
and his mindset, that made Feynman so
mad, despite Crease not being a physi-
cist. He is in fact a science journalist,
but more importantly, Crease is a

Robert Crease received his B.A. in
philosophy from Amherst College in
1976. But science wouldn't begin to play
a large role in his life until he attended
graduate school in the 1980s at Colum-
bia University, where he would later re-
ceive his Ph.D in 1987.

It was during those grad school
years that Crease found his love of sci-
ence journalism, and it was then that
the foundations of his knowledge as a
science historian and later Brookhaven
National Lab's historian were born.

"I was really into philosophy, but
also I avoided science courses. I think if
I had a really good science teacher, I
would have become a scientist;' Crease
explains. "I didn't. I had a really good
philosophy teacher so I wound up as a
philosopher'

Even at the age of 57, Crease has a
remarkably youthful face marked by
cleanly cropped facial hair and a shaved
head, with a pair of expensive frames
resting on the brim of his nose. His
short stature is absolutely dwarfed by
the encyclopedic knowledge that has
made him both an expert in subjects
like philosophical performance theory
and able to discuss and understand
heavy-ion physics with particle acceler-
ator researchers.

It was with his old Amherst room-
mate Charles Mann that the science
journalism path ignited while Crease
was still in grad school.

"This friend of ours had some kind

of publishing company, where she
would take Italian references books and
she would publish them in English;' ex-
plains Mann, who is now an accom-
plished writer of non-fiction, such as
the New York Times bestseller 1471:
New Revelations of the Americas Before
Columbus. "She came up with the
scheme to make an illustrated science
dictionary. She hired a bunch of free-
lancers and Bob and myself were two of
them?'

At one point, Crease and Mann
needed to write up something on a par-
ticle accelerator and happened to know
that Brookhaven National Lab housed
their very own in the depths of the
Upton, N.Y. facility.

"We were really intrigued, and then
they told us that this huge particle ac-
celerator, called ISABELLE, was in deep
trouble;' Mann says. ISABELLE was
Brookhaven's proton-proton colliding
beam accelerator, partially built by the
government before the project was can-
celled in 1983. "We looked in the New
York Times, which hadn't covered it. So
we wrote to the New York Times Maga-
zine and said you guys are missing out
on a huge story, the most important
physics story in the country." Crease
and Mann were given the green light to
write it up.

The article got some attention, but
most importantly was a springboard for
both Crease and Mann into the realm of
science journalism. "On Bob's part, I
think, it was really just because he was
interested in the subject. It wasn't with

the idea that he was going to be a sci-
ence journalist," Mann says.

"It was just something on the out-
side, something that was fun to do,'
Crease says. "I would do science jour-
nalism to basically support myself as a
grad student'"

Since then, Crease has continuously
expanded into the published field of
philosophy and science. He has au-
thored or co-authored twelve books,
and is working on his thirteenth, titled
World in the Balance: The Historic Quest
for an Absolute System of Measurement,
due out this October.

The interview with Richard Feyn-
man in which Crease was kicked out of
his office was for his first book, The Sec-
ond Creation: Makers of the Revolution
in Twentieth-Century Physics, which he
co-wrote with Mann in 1986. It was left
out from The Second Creation, but was
included in James Gleick's Genius: The
Life and Science of Richard Feynman
after the author found the conversation
in Feyman's correspondence files and
got Crease's permission to use it (Feyn-
man died four years before Genius was
published in 1992).

Crease has written a monthly col-
umn, called "Critical Point," in the in-
ternational physics magazine Physics
Now since May of 2000, but has written
for a multitude of science publications
throughout his academic and journalis-
tic career, including The Scientist,
Smithsonian and Atlantic Monthly.

After receiving his degree from Co-
lumbia in 1987, Crease joined Stony
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"The problem is debunking argument, citing the lottery encyclopedic in his unde
not transparency; it's fallacy. "In the lottery there is a winning highly advanced physics
not like politicians," ticket. So even if it's a million to one, with philosophy and sci
Crease says. "The there's going to be a winning ticket. But It's titled The Quantum

.... , problem is something here you don't know, and there's no it explores the beginnings
different. Almost all reason to suspect one (a winning plications of quantum n
scientists I've talked to ticket). So it's an interesting philosoph- not only a scientific and
are more than happy ical issue." sense, but also through a
to talk to reporters." In this analogy, the lottery ticket is popular culture lens.
The problem Crease is the chance that a particle accelerator "Basically, I get to a
talking about lies in will create a black hole, meaning the tions and he gets to ask m
understanding and possibility of a black hole being created Crease says on the overal
clarity. It's the largest is as probable as any other science fic- the co-taught class. "He st
hurdle a science jour- tion or fantasy occurrence. Because sci- something, and I don't g
nalist faces, and the entists can rule out the probability only him to explain and other
largest barrier be- to a certain degree does not mean that class ask him to explain,
tween the scientific the probability exists. my turn."
community and the Given these problems of miscom- Goldhaber found that
public. munication and the barriers of under- a philosopher like Crease

Photo Credit: Brookhaven National Lab "The average per- standing, Crease doesn't see an easy a dramatic bridging of
Crease speaking at the "Doomsday Versus Discovery" symposium in son has an extremely solution. "In principle, there should be class, almost always we ar
Feb. 21, 2010 as part of the annual AAAS meetingconfused idea about a lot more coverage because the issues wavelength," Goldhaber
Brook University's philosophy depart- how science works. If you look at things that scientists are researching are im- our overall views are suff
ment and is now chairman. In 1989, he like the debate over climate change, on portant, but there isn't," Crease says. lar that there has been ra
joined Brookhaven as a part-time his- all sides there are extraordinarily mis- "It's because there's not that much of a stilling' of differe
torian. He now has an ID card, an of- taken ideas about how science works," readership for it, and there'd be more if perspectives," he adds.
fice and can interview anyone he likes. explains Mann, who, after working on there were more articulate spokesman While Goldhaber an

"The proximity to Brookhaven his and Crease's first book and penning for science, but you can't blame the be able to tune to the sam
made me realize that it was a much a multitude of his own non-fiction newspapers. It's partly the public, and spective, it's the specific
more interesting place than I had even pieces, understands the iritricacies of it's partly the lack of good writers about that make their co teachir
thought about," he says. "So I began to communicating science. science." sightful and valuable tool
work more seriously on the history of Mann explains that in both cases, a "A good journalist can make any- Can you grasp both t
Brookhaven and looked into its re- distinct lack of understanding of the thing seem interesting." sophical side of an issue x
search." scientific process clouds the public's * * * neously understanding

"He has an intimate knowledge of idea of certainty and probability. "If The connections between philoso- perspective? "Ideally," Cr
Brookhaven Lab, having developed re- people had a better handle on that, you phy and science run deep, all the way it never works that way
lationships with many of the influential would see a lot of these public policy back to the Greeks in fact, and these can't fit it all into one bra
individuals through the years, both on disputes that would make people not connections continue to drive the over- Crease points to a mi
the science side and in management," want to bang their head on the floor," lapping of the fields today. From sitting in the center of hi
says Mona Rowe, the communications he adds. Copernicus and Galileo's scientific spacious office on the se
Mmanager at BNL who has worked One of the principle examples bouts with the Catholic Church to the Harriman Hall. Its teeth
with Crease for many years. Crease uses to explain the complexity of "doomsday scenarios" of particle accel- yellow rust and its eyes I

"The laboratory has had a colorful communication is the supposed erators like Brookhaven's RHIC, philo- ballooning beach balls.
history, and sometimes I think Bob is "Doomsday" scenarios posed by critics sophical implications can be found "You're looking at it s
even gleeful that he is lucky to have of particle accelerators. The theory is everywhere in the umbrella field of sci- and I'm looking at it fri
such interesting subject matter," she that particle accelerators, which amass ence that many people consider to be Crease observes, pointing
says. "Yet the story is in the telling. He's enormous amounts of energy as they solely fact-driven. model. "There is no right
a gifted storyteller." whip particles around near the speed of Another byproduct of these con- it. Because of who you a

Crease's storytelling expertise is light, could possibly create a black hole nections is both the creation of and in- you're sitting, you have o
showcased in Making Science: A Biog- by creating a new form of matter that creasing need for the insight of thinkers and I have the other. It i
raphzy of Brookhaven National Labora- eats all other forms of matter. like Crease who have dedicated their perspective is better than
tory, as well as seven published articles "That's the fiction that RHIC will lives to understanding this enmeshing we certainly couldn't m
on the laboratory. He co-founded the create a black hole to destroy the uni- of focuses. perspectives into one...It
Laboratory History conferences, which verse. It's absurd," Crease says, refer- "I think anyone interested in phi- ture of perception."
have been held bi-annually since 1999, ring to Brookhaven's RHIC particle losophy ought to know what science is For Crease, understa
and in 2007 he was elected a fellow of accelerator. all about because science is a method of perspectives is his speci
the American Physical Society in the "Scientists look into that, and they inquiry that has proved hugely success- has allowed the philosopi
United States, and the Institute of can't find any credible way, but they al- ful," Crease says. "But is it the only ically break down comi
Physics in England. ways say that they can rule it out only method of inquiry? How is it different concepts, and delve as

* * * with a certain amount of error," Crease from ordinary methods of inquiry? those fields as any tradit
Understanding science journalism says. "Now there's the problem. Theo- What has made it so successful? So pher does into the works

means understanding the unique rela- retically you can disprove it, but the questions like that are deep philosoph- etzsche. When he was i
tionship between the public, who know only people who can understand the ar- ical questions." Richard Feynman's office
almost nothing about any given field, gument are nuclear scientists," he adds. Here at Stony Brook, Crease gets to Crease was simply upho
and the scientific community. Crease "Why should the public trust an ar- take this ideology to the front lines of disciplinary mantra that
has come to know this relationship very gument that they can't understand?" higher education with a class he co- philosopher or scientist
well and has aimed to be what he calls Crease, being a science journal- teaches with physicist Alfred Gold- for - asking the right
an "articulate spokesman for science." ist, swiftly and concisely sums up the haber, a man as outstandingly matter what the consequ
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It finally seems like nature. has
caught on over the last week and de-
cided to give us some much needed sun.
But, some students are starting to look
at the remnants of last years frayed-to-
the-point-of-indecency denim cut off
short shorts and faded flip flops with no
idea how to pick up where they left off
last Spring. Which is why I've picked
the top spring fashion trends from all
over the runways this season, that you
can incorporate into your wardrobe for
next to nothing.

The Do's and Don'ts of Women's
Fashion

First of all, girls, florals are dead.
Flctrals in springtime, it's been done, so
move over sister, because fashion has
found something much more sophisti-
cated and easy to manage; nude...as in
the shade. It all comes from fashion's
new minimalism trend. Beige, cream,
tan, soft pink, apricot and all of those
sexy pale tones that were seen late last
year and at this year's Golden Globes
can be found on the cheap at some-
where like Forever 21, which at the mo-
ment has some chic A-line skirts online.
Even your grandma probably has some
amazing treasure in the back of her
wardrobe that's a perfect shade of apri-
cot. Otherwise, just stick to nude acces-
sories such as a subtle peach headband
with a bow.

The next piece of advice also comes
from fashion's minimalist trend, and
that is color blocking. We're talking loud
and obnoxious undiluted color on color.

lake our word for it, this skirt is bright yellow.

The minimalist aspect of this is that you
must stick to primary colors and simple
cuts for maximum impact. If you were
worried about being washed out by all
that nude talk then fear not because
color blocking is for you. The best ex-
ample of this came down the runway at
Jil Sander, where models stormed down
the catwalk in bright bursts of orange,
rich blue, pink, royal purple, coral and
red.

The stand out pieces were the maxi
skirts, another big hit this spring, all
solid chunks of raw color styled with
simple, white cotton t-shirts. This is
definitely the simplest of the trends to
copy straight from the runway because

you can pick up these potently colored.
skirts in-store right now at American
Apparel in short and long varieties. The
emerald green long accordion-pleat
skirt is a sure-fire hit; however, it's a rip
off at $85. But you could have a go at
making one yourself for a fraction of the
cost, and then team it with a plain white
tee for that "va-va voom" effect.

Continuing with the theme of maxi
skirts is the uber-feminine sheer trend.
Floaty transparent skirts have been
making a viral hit across the fashion
blogs over the last couple of seasons and
especially over the last few months.
Dolce & Gabbana, Nina Ricci and Al-
berta Ferretti all featured strong chiffon
heavy collections and Balenciaga
showed us how to wear sheer with the
attitude of a rock and roll vixen. Now
that it's here however, we can embrace
the not exactly innocent qualities of
these floaty see-through tulle, gauze and
silk materials. But if the thought of a
transparent skirt scares the living day
lights out of you, then you can try out a
sheer black button down shirt with ei-
ther a camisole or for a daring evening
look, a matching lace bralette under-
neath.

Victoria's Secret is also pretty good
spot for sheer tops, which you can find
at Smith Haven Mall or even in their
online store. But that definitely doesn't
mean that you can go around wearing
your underwear as outerwear. This look

is all about the understated allure of lay-
ering and Free eople.com also seem to
have a good grasp on the right way to

wear this trend. The glimpse of a sheer
blouse underneath a cropped knit
sweater is much more alluring than an
over-the-top tight black lace singlet.
Think Kirsten Dunst in The Virgin Sui-
cides, not Evan Rachel Wood in thir-
teen.

This is what you should be thinking.

---
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Those denim cut-off short shorts wardrobe. This seasons catwalk trends around (usually a light tan color and
mulling at the bottom of your wardrobe for the guys have mirrored the girls in a made from a durable cotton fabric)
can also receive an update by mixing way. No one trend is really dominating then just roll up the hem until it sits
them up (read: make them more de- in such a way that you can't find some- about two inches above.the knee. This
scent) by teaming them with either an thing that is true to the style that you creates a similar look to the shorter ten-
oversized button up shirt with the love. Or, you can pick and choose from nis short without having to buy a new
sleeves rolled up and just the front half the best pieces from the preppy Tommy pair. Another option (because we're all
tucked into your pants, or with a seri-n Hilfger aesthetic, and mix it up with about options in fashion) is to take a
ously stylish tail t-shirt. NastyGal.com something that is a little bit more rock look at the "Anthony Van Engelen AV
has an incredible mocha-colored shred- 'n' roll, like Rick Owens. Covina III Shorts" made by Vans,
ded tail t-shirt (which means it's short But in saying that, the overall con- which give you the choice of wearing
in the front and long in the back) that sensus amongst fashion's top menswear another popular trend - the slim fit
you can also achieve yourself through designers and stylists is that whatever below the knee short. But, with the
one of the numerous DIY t-shirt shred- you choose, it must be the right fit and added versatility of being able to roll up
ding tutorials online. tailored for you. Streamlined dressing the hem until it sits above the knee. At

If none of this minimalism talk is is where it's at right now, and with these $45 that's value for money and it comes
your thing, then fear not, because fash- trends you too can be as sophisticated in beach sand or black, online or at the
ion at the moment is all about trying as the ladies are this season. Vans store, also at the Smith Haven
out lots of different styles and becom- First up is the Tennis Short. It's Mall. Roll em up to show off some knee
ing an assortment of different women.
No one trend is overpowering fashion
so much that you can't find a style to
suit you and what you already have in
your (too small) dorm rooni wardrobe.
The best way to add to what you already
have working in your wardrobe is to
choose accessories from this seasons ex-
tensive list of trends that suits both your
personal style and, of course, what gets
you the most bang for your buck.

But, no matter what style or trend
you choose to go for, always remember
to use the season's trends to compli-
ment what's already in your closet and
what is flattering to your body type.

The Do's and Don'ts of Men's Fash-
ion

For the guys, it's all about the ac-
cessories this spring. Or, for those guys
who don't do fashion speak, it's the de-
tails. Details are what are going to take
your everyday style and transform it
into something that makes heads turn,
which is easy enough to achieve with
the help of a few key additions to your

This guy is hip.

Smelly feet are no treat for these men working this trendy beat.

short, it's sharp and it lends its style
credibility from those suave olive
skinned Italians whipping around on
their scooters in the Mediterranean sun.
And also, of course, this trend is an ex-
tension of the basic American prep
wardrobe. The hemlines of men's
shorts have been rising over the last few
seasons, but many guys have been hes-
itant to pick up on the trend for fear of
showing those knees that have laid dor-
mant under loose baggier styles for too
long. The ladies want to see some knee
action already. But all jokes aside, this
trend was best demonstrated at popu-
lar urban streetwear company, Band of
Outsiders, in a decadent red, royal
faded blue and olive. Marc by Marc Ja-
cobs also enjoyed the merits of a loose
fitting khaki and school boy grey tennis
short, and you can pick up something
similar at most skate shops or at Aber-
crombie & Fitch located at the Smith
Haven Mall.

However if you already happen to
have a pair of Bermuda shorts lying

The Do's and Don'ts of Footwear
In terms of footwear for the lads,

the boat shoe is making a triumphant
return this spring (did it ever go away
after last summer?), in a multitude of
this season's popular colors; burgundy,
red and navy blue. The appropriate way
to wear these is without socks. But be-
ware gentlemen; this is no excuse for
smelly feet. If you do choose to go sans
socks then make sure you don't wear
the same pair of shoes everyday, they
need time to 'breathe' and cedar shoe
trees are helpful in getting rid of the
moisture in between wears. Also sprin-
kle foot powder in your boat shoes be-
fore you wear them, (or the poor college
students' version is talcum powder) but
I wouldn't recommend this as it can get
a bit clumpy by the end of the day.
There is also an assortment of no-show
loafer socks on the market. 'Mocc Sock'
is a brand that has been getting a lot of
publicity lately, and they work a treat.
But before all of this, make sure you

clean your feat with anti-bacterial soap.
I know that sounds like a lot of work,
but there is nothing worse than smelly
feet.

I once had a guy come into a cloth-
ing store that I was working at, who I
had recognized before and thought was
pretty cute, but the second he took his
navy boat shoes off (yes, they really
were boat shoes), all previous thoughts
of attraction flew right out the window
as that stench creeping out of his shoes
did. Gentlemen, you have been warned;
there are no excuses. You can get boat
shoes at a number of good shoe stores
where they can also advise you on the
best products for keeping your shoes
clean.

If you do enjoy a good sock, how-
ever, then boy are you in for a treat. Re-
member how details are key this
season? Well, pops of color have been
making waves amongst the sock-loving
crowd at fashion week and this trend
looks set to sail right on into spring. As
a general rule, a man's socks should al-
ways match the color of hiis trousers,
but if you choose to rock this seasons
other trend, chinos, then you should
roll them up or create a nice neat cuff at
the hem which you can then use to ex-
ploit the sly pop of color in an otherwise
simple outfit. GQ.com recommends
going for a muted pastel to accentuate a
good pair of leather lace-ups, but other
stylish men have been seen rocking
bright hues such as red underneath a
pair of chic tan desert boots; another
hot shoe this season.

In the end, if all of this sounds too
confusing for you then just try sticking
to clothing and accessories in the sea-
son's key colors; burgundy, bright red,
muted navy, camel and olive green. T-
shirts, button down shirts, chinos,
scarves and jeans all look great in these
colors, so go ahead and have fun with it
this season.
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By Carol Moran

John Milnor awoke to a 6 a.m.
phone call the morning of March 23. A
voice informed him that he was chosen
by a committee of five mathematicians
as the winner of the prestigious Abel
Prize-and one million dollars-for his
outstanding scientific work in the field
of mathematics.

Milnor, co-director of the Institute
for Mathematical Sciences and distin-
guished professor at Stony Brook, tried
to take it in.

"I knew that many people were pos-
sible candidates;' he says. "I certainly
had no reason to expect the award."'

Milnor's bedroom-sized office is a
maze of papers and notes stacked feet
high atop his desk and the neighboring
couch.

A cluttered desk is a sign of genius,
the saying goes, though Milnor humbly
smiles at the remark and questions its
truth. "Mathematicians are a very var-
ied crew," he says. "Some of us are very
neat."

The Abel Commitee citation on
their decision to award Milnor the prize
applauds his profoundly impacting dis-
coveries.

"He has often tackled difficult, cut-
ting-edge subjects, where no account in
book form existed;'" it says. "Adding
novel insights, [Milnor] produced a
stream of timely yet lasting works of
masterly lucidity'

At 80 years of age, Milnor says he
has no significant plans for the money
in the quiet tone with which he answers
every question.

"My ambition is to lead a quiet life
and keep on doing what I've been
doing-which has been very difficult
during the last few weeks'

, His first work was in the field of
topology, or the study of the properties
of a shape that remain the same after an
object is deformed or twisted in some
way. He came across a problem that no
one had known existed-that of taking
a bumpy surface and smoothing it out
without changing the basic topology, or
which points are close to which
points-which is not always possible,
Milnor found.

Topological problems gave way to
problems in algebra, in which Milnor
worked for a few years until he devel-
oped an interest for dynamical prob-
lems, or problems in systems that
change with time, he said.

"He is truly one of the greats, a
mathematician who has hugely en-
hanced the subject and inspired many
others," William Timothy Gowers, a
professor at Cambridge University,
wrote at the end of his essay outlining
Milnor's work.

But his discoveries have implica-
tions that stretch far beyond the field of

mathematics.
"In the area of dynamical systems

in which I've been working lately, the
problems have usually arose in under-
standing the real world, in understand-
ing why fluids flow the way they do,
why planets move the way they do,"
Milnor said. "The ideas of geometry
smooth manifold, which were devel-
oped in the 19th century just purely for
mathematical reasons, became very im-
portant when Einstein had to use them
to develop his theory of relativity"

Milnor graduated from Princeton
University in 1951 and soon after was
appointed to the faculty there. He re-
ceived his doctorate in 1954, and was
promoted to professor in 1960. Milnor
joined the faculty of the Institute for
Advanced Study at Princeton in 1970,
where he remained before becoming
the first Director of the Institute for
Mathematical Sciences at Stony Brook.

"We were perfectly happy commut-
ing back and forth between Princeton
and Stony Brook until our child grew

old enough to talk, and he objected very
much to being back and forth;' he said.
"At that point I got a very nice offer
from Stony Brook, and it seemed to
make life much simpler."

The Abel Prize is only the latest of
Milnor's various awards and honors,
which include the Fields Medal he re-
ceived in 1962, three- Steele Prizes and
the Wolf Prize awarded in 1989.

"The Abel Prize is an extraordinary
honor and wonderful recognition for
Jack Milnor," Stony Brook President
Samuel Stanley said in a press release.
"It is also a wonderful confirmation of
the strength of Stony Brook's mathe-
matics group, which continues to gen-
erate scholarly output of the highest
order. We are very proud of Dr. Milnor."

As to what is left to discover and
where his work will take him next, Mil-
nor says it's hard to know.

"I've never had much of a record as
to predicting what will happen next. I
just tend to sit back and try to learn
what's happening and enjoy it"
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his Shlow Is Drag

B3' lexa Rubinstein

L, 2011
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The black walls in the Blackbox
Teeatre at the Tabler Center for the
Arts, Culture and Humanities were the
only things that weren't colorful at the
Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transsexual Al-
liance's 4th Annual Drag Show last
week. Small pink and purple lights
lined the stage and were strung across
the ceiling, and metallic silver fringe
hung down from the small opening
where some of the performers emerged
onto the stage. When students walked
ino the TAC, Stony Brook Live, a
mjisic ensemble consisting of mostly
m le students donned in colorful,
spjrkly boas was playing music.

After Stony Brook Live's perform-
an e, students crowded closer to the
loy stage in the packed theater for the
performances, beginning with "Spice
U, Your Life" by the Spice Girls, with
o le performer dressing up as each one
of the five "spices." Scary Spice, per-
fo med by Jonathan Millard, got the
cr wd excited with fierce dance moves,
he vy blue-green eye shadow and a
sh rt leopard dress. The show contin-
ueI its '90s theme with an intense bat-
tle] between Destiny's Child and
* SYNC, with the two bands perform-
in together at the end of the Destiny's
C ild song "Survivor." No one seemed
to Lare that the animal-print dress was
ri ing up a little too high on "Sasha
Firce," the drag queen impersonating
B ronce. Mariah "Mimi" Carey, a drag

q en not associated with Stony Brook,
pe formed a slow song in a metallic
tujquoise dress and sky high heels, the
lis of which most women probably
coi fldn't wear without falling over.

T he LGBTA had a couple of sure-
to be crowd pleasers, who got a lot of
poitive feedback when they performed

at the show last year. Frank Trombetta
ended the show just for that reason.
The senior chemistry major had the
crowd captivated during his entire per-
formance of Rihanna's "Who's That
Chick?" complete with a bright red mo-
hawk, a short, tight blue dress and four-
inch high heels. Trombetta flailed his
limbs around the stage, lip-syncing to
the song and leaving the audience
wanting more.

Another popular act was Shirley
Bangor, who performed a mash-up of
Rihanna's "Disturbia" and Bette Mid-
dler's "I'l Put a Spell on You." Bangor
came, dressed for that performance,
complete with long, dark wig, dark lip-
stick, witch's hat and black and red cos-
tume dress. One of the more popular
performances, Shirley Bangor was the-

atrical, interacted with the audience
and did not miss a step in choreogra-
phy. The audience seemed to love in-
teraction with the drag performers,
who sung right to them, looked into
their eyes, and sometimes caressed
their faces.

The hosts, Colleen O'Connor and
Brian Garrett, however, were not so
popular. After a couple of very brief yet
humorous skits at the beginning of the
show and in between the first few acts,
they turned awkward and confused,
seeming as though every word they
were saying was an attempt to kill time
before some of the acts that weren't
quite ready. They had a running bit of
the characters "Grandma" and
"Georgie," adopting strained Brooklyn
accents, with "Grandma" commenting

about "Georgie's" behavior and style of
dress. They also had a running joke
(something about a wooden spoon)
that quickly grew tired.

Aside from the entertainment as-
pect of the show, the LGBTA had a
philanthropic motive. All guests were
asked to donate money to the Ali For-
ney Center, a shlter for homeless
LGBTQ youth in New York City The
LGBTA raised over $720 after both
nights of the show.

The drag show has a positive repu-
tation among Stony Brook students be-
cause of the fun and humorous,
atmosphere, which certainly helps the
LGBTA get more publicity, and also
raise more awareness about the queer
community on campus.

Ben doesn't
want you

to join
the Press.

Ben wants you
to want

to join
the Press.

Meetings every
Wed at 1pm in
Student Union

room 060.
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Beach Fossils Are Waving Bros
By -Ni-k Star-

Following their performances at the
SXSW festival in mid-March and a slew
of other shows all throughout last week,
Brooldyn-based indie four-piece Beach
Fossils took the time to come out to
Stony Brook on Thursday for part of the
on-going Stony Brooldyn series. Despite
an absolutely horrendous crowd and a
number of apparent sound problems
that University Cafe employees didn't
seem to address quicldy enough, Beach
Fossils played with an astounding in-
tensity that displayed how able they are
to morph their sound to their liking
when it comes to live sets.

Opening for front man Dustin Pay-
seur and his crew of reverb-loving mu-
sicians was a rather interesting band
called Robbers that almost no one in the
crowd had heard of Headed by the
lanky, mustached Andrew Accardi, who
donned an impressive afro and equally
impressive sea-foam green guitar, Rob-
bers treaded the line between an early
2000s jam band and the explosive,
swirling sounds of experimental rock.

It was an odd mix, but they pulled it
off well. Their set was made even better
by Accardi's hilarious stage presence,
which involved absolutely absurd facial
expressions and admirable body wig-
gling while he thrashed on with the
rhythm guitar parts. Interesting side
note, Accardi is the brother of guitarist
Vince Accardi of fellow LI band Brand
New that I guess some people have
probably heard of.

Beach Fossils hit the stage shortly
after ten, which was refreshing consid-
ering how much bullshit waiting people
had to do for Das Racist's 30 minute set
at the last Stony Brooklyn. Immediately,
Payseur noticed some problems with
the sound, and after opening with the

namesake song from their new EP,
What A Pleasure, he called for every in-
strument to be turned up and the reverb
to be dialed all the way up.

Throughout the next few tracks,
core members Payseur and bassist John
Pena, who are listed as the only mem-
bers of the band while drummer and
guitarist Zachary Cole Smith and Tom
Gardner are simply touring members,
complained further about the lack of re-
verb and volume. At one point, a crowd
member jokingly told them to ask for
reverb on the reverb, and Payseur re-
peated that into the mic with a smile. So
it seemed that they weren't necessarily
having a bad time for the first half of the
show; they were just a little pissed off
about the sound quality.

After they got everything in order
more or less, the show really picked up.

They got to the standout track of the
new EP, "Cayler," and guitarist Smith
and Payseur began literally dancing up
and down the stage at each guitar break
while Pena and Gardner threw every-
thing into the bass and drums. The
track is normally played relatively
slowly as heard on the EP, but Beach
Fossils sped it up for the live version and
Gardner's drumming was far more ex-
plosive and upbeat, adding to the over-
all intensity of the performance.

The strangest thing to happen
throughout the night was the fact that
people actually started leaving during
Beach Fossils' set. For a band that just
played SXSW and is set up to play
SUNY Purchase's Culture Shock on
April 15, it made no sense. My best
guess is that people simple didn't care,
and those who really wanted to see the

guys play had to deal with cigarette-
smoking assholes who.kept coming in
and out the front door in their hopeless
attempts to turn the concert exclusively
into a social scene.

Despite the shortcomings, Beach
Fossils rounded out their roughly hour-
long performance with some hits from
their debut full length, like "Daydream"
and "Golden Age," and only got more
and more into the performance as the
night went on. Finally, by the last three
our four songs the crowd was moving
along with them. So it's great that we got
a band that is just now exploding in
popularity, but it sucks we had to greet
them with a shitty crowd that couldn't
have cared less and sub-par sound guys
who didn't like to listen.
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By Andi Liao

Since the Spring of 2010, a small
but tight-knit musical family has
birthed from a small seedling, a shining
bastion of a DIY venue hosting regular
shows featuring some of the best up-
and-coming bands like Shattered Dar-
lings and Liquid Kisses (or SDLK for
short), Slothbear, Spirit People (for-
merly known as Magnificent Beast),
Anna Bradley and the beloved Double

"Wonderful.
Affectionately known as American

Boner, Boner Jam or Bonerfest, this
showcase has carved out a small but
growing niche within the stale, boring
inspired-by-Brand-New Long Island
music scene. Pioneered by the enig-
matic Krissy Rubbles, American Boner
was birthed from a desire to showcase
unheard but great bands, to host an
amazing event but most importantly, to
have a good time with great friends.

Part of me is writing this article be-
cause everyone involved with this proj-
ect is a close friend of mine, but the
most important point of this article is
that people on this campus need to be
exposed not just to better music, but to
a better music scene.

Like at the last show, featuring
SDLK and Incorporated Village of
GHOST, there were so many new faces
that showed up. And despite everyone
not really knowing each other, it felt
very much like an extended family. And
once the show ended, we sat around for

about two hours talking about shit; like
Paul McCartney being dead; or the
moon landing being staged. It's stuff like
that that keeps you sane.

For a long time I, along with many
of my closest friends here, have been
growing tired of the sorry attempts at
building a solid independent music
scene. For instance, I love Patrice Zapiti
to death, but so many of the bands that
have played RockYoFace, save for a cou-
ple, are just plain terrible. The Brook-
Fest organizers also seem to perpetually
up their asses. Janelle Monae is an
amazingly talented musician who de-
serves all of the praise she gets, but
Bruno Mars? Really? That dude fucking
sucks. Best Coast was a worthy but fu-

tile effort. It was nice to see the general
public of Stony Brook so accepting of a
non-lamestream musician, but the exe-
cution of the event was just plain horri-
ble. First, the venue was too big and
having nobody open for the band just
made it feel like we wasted a lot of
money on a mediocre band.

The best thing to happen to the on-
campus music scene is, without a doubt,
Stony Brooklyn. Big cheese Bill Wenzel
has found the perfect way for estab-
lished and up-and-coming indie bands
to come and -play at a college. He's en-
listed such great bands as Small Black,
Das Racist, Grooms, Savoir Adore,
O'Death, the Drums and Beach Fossils
just to name a few. Also greait is that

Stony Brooklyn is 21+ which means
that I won't have to deal with stupid
shithead kids dancing like idiots ruin-
ing my vibe. The only downside to these
shows is that they don't happen very
often-although that may just make
them all the more enjoyable.

So without Stony Brooklyn, what's
a music-loving asshole like me to do?
Well children, fear not, for tucked away
in Centereach house dwells a slowly ris-
ing beast. You might call it a slowly ris-
ing beast of a boner! Oh! Like Medusa
or the dreaded sirens, has this beautiful-
yet-vicious creature reared its wretched
face! Oh! How wondrous the music is
that emanates from its core! So stun-
ning ...so, so stunning...American
Boner, cries the followers! Oh! Great be-
hemoth, shelter us with your warmth
and girth. Protect us from the onslaught
of the mindless song and dance of the
masses. Guide us to the holy land of
milk, honey and good vibes. Show us the
way!

To be blunt, if you even remotely
give a shit about supporting a legitimate
and completely DIY independent music
scene, you should consider it imperative
to get your asses to each and every
American Boner show. We're very
friendly people, and we won't judge you
for having shitty taste in music like
those trustafarians living in Williams-
burg. So keep your eyes peeled on the
book of faces for the murmurings of the
great beast's name: Bo-ner Bo-ner, and
come over. You'll feel right at home.

Thank me later.
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By Vincent Barone

Murals only ever vaguely resemble
the subject, so why should Mr. Christo-
pher Brown's album art be any differ-
ent? Seriously though, the gum chewing
R&B sensation, turned post-wifey-
beating, tattooed pseudo thug looks like
he went on a Big Mac binge on the cover
of his latest album, F.A.M.E, which
stands for "Fans Are My Everything"
(good one, dog).

But let's not talk about the album
art, or Christopher's hypothetical eating
habits, or his past exploits, or even his
recent exploits. (It's 2011, who hasn't ex-
ploded on a morning talk show?) Let's
just talk about the straight beast mode,
pimpquest tracks that I may or may
have not listened to yet.

Okay, since that last paragraph I've
listened to the album a bunch of times.
I assure you. And despite Brown's dul-
cet tones, F.A.M.E lacks any real creative
edge. It'll most likely serve up two or
three largely forgettable tracks that will
surface on the radio for a bit and fizzle.
out.

From the top down, the opener
"Deuces" (featuring Tyga and Kevin
MC) is a pretty okay song. Mr. Christo-
pher Brown croons about leaving your
girl who has been "nothing but a vul-
ture" and "chuckin' up them deuces" on

the way out. I'm glad that Mr. Brown is
trying to make the deuces popular
again. I've always fancied throwing
deuces on my way out of gatherings and
the like, but ever since 2005 I've just
looked so lame doing it. Clearly, this hot
track will make it acceptable once again.
I'm so ready to President Nixon my way
out of a party to this jam.

Hitting skip a couple of times, I got
to "Look at Me Now" (featuring Lil
Wayne and Busta Rhymes), which the
neat-as-hell Diplo produced. Brown
dabbled in rapping for this song, and,
while he probably should never try that
again, Diplo's hands in the beat and the
superb verses from Wayne and Busta
makes "Look at Me Now" the highlight
track of the album.

The seventh track, "Yeah 3x" is the
typical, cookie-cutter club song. There's
the pulsing bass, the pre-chorus
buildup, the gang vocals and, of course,
how could we forget, that obligatory
Ke$ha synth. You can't get white boy
wasted and "hit da flo" without a synth
blasting. I imagine that so many under-
aged girls are working it to this at that
club on 25A right next to the Meat
Farms. Good times.

I guess you could measure the suc-
cess of this song by how many drunk
floozies and desperate rugby players are
grinding to it, but still, there is not an
ounce of creativity in it. You could tell
my boy Mr. Christopher just mailed it

in. You're better than that, dog. You're
better than that.

"Beautiful People," the thirteenth
song, is another premiere number, or at
least one of the more bearable ones. It's
kind of ambient, with a soft piano synth
and Benassi vocals put through an echo.
Nothing much more to say about that.

I'll give a ho-hum pass to the four-
teenth song, "Bomb" just because my
boy Wiz Khalifa makes an appearance.
But, overall, EA.M.E is completely un-
remarkable. "Up 2 You" sounds like it
would be the song that Cuba Gooding
Jr. would bump while he finally gets
with Nia Long in Boyz n the Hood...in
the worst way possible. (I was pulling
for you, Cuba. What a touching scene.)

It's just cheesy, 90's sounding R&B slow
jam.

"Wet the Bed" (featuring Ludacris)
is unlistenable. Luda, the king of horri-
bly raunchy rhymes, just needs to stop.
It's not 1999, man. That stuff doesn't fly
anymore. I don't even see the Justin
Bieber song "Next 2 You" getting on the
radio. And that's saying something.

Really though, this album could
-have come out in 2003, judging by the
styling. There is nothing new here and
nothing of merit, besides "Look at Me
Now." Just do what most Chris Brown
fans do and download the three singles
on iTunes or find them on Napster or
whatever they do.

Soul Surfer Rides a Radical Wave

By Nicole Kohn

Can a movie be persuasive without
getting preachy?

That's been a problem addressed by
a lot of films made by, or marketed to,
faith-based communities. They have a
point they want to make, and more
often than not they have a scene that
yells, "Here's our point!"

It's a danger that Soul Surfer mostly
avoids. But, like trying to stay up on
that surfboard, it's a balancing act.

Beautifully filmed on location in
Hawaii, this family movie is the story of
Bethany Hamilton, a young surfer who
lost her arm to a shark, but fought her
way back onto her board. Eight years
ago, anyone who was watching the news
remembers this story, but what people
may have forgotten is that Bethany
thanked her Christian faith for helping

here endure.
The filmmakers haven't forgotten,

nor should they, that religion is a big
part of this story because it's a big part
in Bethany's life. Making.sure religion
had the right amount of on-screen time
takes work, and the going gets a little
rough at times.

Still, the setting of the film and the
stunning surf photography that goes
with it really puts its viewers inside the
curling waves, showing these sun-
burned teens practically doing the im-
possible: defying gravity.

Helping, too, is a substantial cast.
Dennis Quaid,.the go-to guy for playing
dads in family films, does it again, and
does a worthy job playing Bethany's fa-
ther. Helen Hunt, who seemed a bit
more laid-back, works well with Quaid,
playing the mother role, and shows off
some surprising surf moves herself.

But the one who brought the movie

together was AnnaSophia Robb, who
plays Bethany. Robb does a clever job of
capturing anxiety and vulnerability with
natural charisma. And the combination
of prosthetics and special effects used to
portray her wound is fascinating and
convincing to say the least.

Soul Surfer emphasizes another cast
member: country music star Carrie Un-
derwood, who plays Bethany's church
youth group leader and mentor, Sarah
Hill. As Underwood's feature film
debut, Soul Surfer was a bit of a chal-

lenge, and she fails to equal the cast
around her, with her lack of acting ex-
perience shown clearly on screen. In all
fairness, the film asked a lot of Under-
wood, being the fact that the screenplay
counts on Sarah to be the voice of the
Christian faith that is essential to
Bethany's story.

The movie wipes out hard in han-
dling faith. Big question of the film-
why does God allow bad things to
happen? - is handled a bit clumsily, but
always approached sincerely and re-
spectfully. The real-life events of
Hamilton's life ultimately point clearly
to the difference faith can make.

Still, the film's best pleasure comes
from the relationship between Bethany
and her best friend, fellow surfer Alana
Blanchard (Lorraine Nicholson). It's
their friendship, with its sturdiness,
laughs, and sincere apologies that
catches the biggest wave of all.
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Individual &
Group Therapy

Couples &
Family Therapy

Meditation & More...

(631) 941-2210
sbpwellness@gmail.com
www.sbpwellness.com
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They Put loMG In the Dictionary, OL!
They Put OMG In the Dictionar yOL

Yes. It has
happened. The
Oxford English
Dictionary will
now include the
online "ini
tialisms "LOL"

By Nicole and "OMG" as real
Kohn words. You proba-

bly just said
"OMG" right now right?! Well, now that
is an acceptable way of using the Eng-
lish language, go figure.

Words like these are greatly associ-
ated with the language of electronic
communication, and have entered com-
munication in the verbal mainstream
because of how easy they are to use. Its
difficult to avoid letting OMG and LOL
slip into our text messages, but now we
can use the excuse by pointing out that
those are in fact terms acknowledged by
the authorities of the English language.
But has it really come down to this; that
we can't even have a conversation with-
out using acronyms? Now don't get me
wrong, using LOL and OMG during a
text message conversation makes it eas-
ier, and has become a habit. But these
all-caps acronyms have impacted the
non-electric world, and the OED notes
"there often seems to be a bit more than
simple abbreviation going on."

When your LOL-ing in real life, ap-

parently it's the intention to .
"signal an informal, gossipy
mode of expression:' or even
going so far as to " parody
the level of unreflective en-
thusiasm or overstatement
that can sometimes appear
in online discourse, while at
the same time marking one-
self as an 'inside' au fait with
the forms of expression as-
sociated with the latest tech-
nology." Only the OED
could bring such levels of
meaning to a simple OMG.

Though they found that
such words are usually asso-
ciated with a "younger gen-
eration,' the dictionary's
research revealed a few ear-
lier uses. OMG first ap-
peared in a 1917 personal
letter and LOL dates to 1960,
used as the meaning of "little
old lady" and not "laugh out
loud."

What does this mean for
generations to come? When
you have kids will you be teaching them
how to say LOL and OMG before first
words like "bye- bye" or "yes" and "no"
Being a part of the "younger genera-
tion," I am among the people who use
LOL and OMG on a regular basis when

texting, and yes I admit occasionally I
use OMG in a sentence, but for it to be
in the dictionary is a little much. Since
OED included these two "initialisms,"
it's just a matter of time until more "ini-
.tialisms" will be added, making this the
start of mixing texting slang with the

English language.
So where do things go from here?

Does this mean using LOL and OMG in
an essay is acceptable? They're in the
dictionary and are now referred to as
words, so why not right?

1L2011
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Really Cheesed Off
When I was

about ten years
old, my dad in-
stilled in me some
of the most impor-
tant knowledge
known to

B Nick S tart mankind-how to
make a grilled
cheese.

It was simplicity and beauty in the
form of a sandwich, for all you needed
was butter, bread and cheese. It was also
near impossible to mess up if you had
two working eyes and consistent motor
skills. The&bottom line is that the grilled
cheese offers an invaluable reward for
very little risk, making it one ofthe best
sandwiches out there. That being said,
can someone please tell me why every
single employee at the Charcoals grill in
the SAC cannot make a grilled cheese
without first burning the shit out of it?

Employees stand for multiple hours
in suffocating, greasy air with sweat
pouring down their faces, all while
obese assholes stuff their triple turkey
burger with bacon order slips down
their throats and Asians repeatedly for-
get to mention what they want on their
Philly cheese steaks. It doesn't look too
easy-going, so I can understand why
that one guy with thin moustache
forcibly stuffs cardboard burger boxes
with buns while wearing the most pro-
found scowl imaginable, or why every
employee seems to get immense joy out
of not taking people's orders for as long
as possible.

But listen, the grilled cheese is liter-
ally dumb-proof...I made it as a ten-
year-old and it came out fine, so it really
doesn't make much sense that nine out
of ten times, they absolutely fuck up my
and many others' sandwiches.

Let me paint you the picture of a
typical grilled cheese-ordering scenario
at the SAC. You get in line with maybe
40 minutes until your class, which
should be more than enough time to get
something relatively small from the
grill, eat it and be on your way. Well,
guess again. First, you wait untilothey
decide to stop ignoring you while they
fill those 10,000 turkey burger boxes
that nobody will take because they get
cold after 10 minutes of sitting on the
pre-made shelf.

Once they actually look at your
order, they do get it rolling relatively
quickly. They spray the sandwich
presser down, lay the bread and put on
the cheese and then they are done.

That's it...that's all the work it requires.
Except for the fact that they just don't
give a shit and forget the sandwich is
there almost every single time.

So you get to sit there and watch
while they fill about three to four other
orders and your grilled cheese starts to
visibly bubble. You start to contemplate
saying something to them like "Hey...I
think that's ready," or "Please stop fuck-
ing up my day with your negligence."
But you don't want to be too rude be-
cause well, let's face it, if you're ordering
a grilled cheese you're probably a meek

person.
Then comes the climax of the ex-

change where one of the employees ac-
tually decides to look at their
surroundings instead of mechanically
cutting buns or emptying french fry
baskets, and sees that they are on the
verge of a kitchen fire. So they stroll
over, open the tray and very clearly
mutter some expletive as they gaze at
the now mostly black slab of a sand-
wich. So what do they do? Instead of
make a new one, which wouldn't take
more than another 5 minutes if they

don't forget about it again, they just take
it off the press and hand it to you with
no apology or anything.

Now your day sucks. You're sitting
in the SAC, now almost late to y our
class, and peeling off pieces of burnt
cheese off quite possibly the worst
grilled cheese ever brought into exis-
tence. Please, Charcoals workers, just
stop being lazy and.forgetful and de-
stroying everything I love about the best
sandwich on the planet.

,,
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ASIAN AMRICAN E- Z IN
WWW. AA2 BU. RG/AAEZNE

VINCENT WHO? "A poignant discussion on
identity and race in the Asian American Diaspora"

by Brian Lee
Helen Zia, a prominent Asian

American activist, proclaims in the
stirring 'Vincent Who?' film, "The
Vincent Chin case was a watershed
moment - not only for Asian
Americans, but all Americans. Never
before had the federal government
used civil rights law to protect the
rights of an immigrant and Asian
American."

Vincent Chin was a 27-year-old
Chinese American industrial
draftsman whose racially motivated
murder sparked the impetus for the
first pan-Asian political movement.
An economically stagnant 1980s
Detroit auto industry and the
increased market share of foreign

espouses critical
commentary in
tracking the
ascendancy of the
Asian American
Civil Rights
Movement and
the current
challenges facing
it. Curtis Chin,
among other
individuals in the
film, tackles the
c O mnn o n
misperception of
Asians as the
perennial 'other'
and the lack of a L
ho mn geno us

.apanese competitors provides context for the
qhin case. Unemployed Chrysler plant
superintendent Ronald Ebens and his stepson
Michael Nitz, who both bore anti-Asian
Sentiments, tried to instigate a fight with Vincent
(hin at his bachelor party. After he left they
4earched for him and outside a McDonalds
!iciously beat him with a baseball bat.

The harrowing words of "It's not fair"
'hispered by Chin as he lay dying encapsulates

the intricate legal and political fallout of his
death. The Wang Center, in conjunction with Pi
ielta Psi Fraternity, screened the documentary,
'Vincent Who?', with the hope of raising
awareness about this little known Civil Rights
case that created the first time Asians viewed
themselves as Asian Americans and not only by Detective St. Robert Reecks, Suffolk County Police Hate Crimes Unit
their native country, for example, Chinese -'

Americans or Indian Americans. The film was
accompanied by a talk with the producer, Curtis
Chin, and a subsequent discussion on race
r:elations in the United States and locally in
Suffolk., ....

Sunita Mukhi, the Director of the Wang .
(Cent-r's Asian /American Prograning at Stony
Brook, began the evening by stating: "The
intention of screening this film is to raise the
political consciousness of Asian Americans."
'Vincent Who?' serves as a timely follow-up to
the gritty 1987 'Who Killed Vincent Chin?' by
r roviding recent developments on the case and
relevant interviews with leading AAPI
individuals. The eponymous title of the film
refers to an instance in which the Director roams
the USC campus and interviews students with _

4egards to Vincent Chin. A small sample of 60 Three fonner AA E-Zine Editors -Brian Lee and Jon Hu on each end,
rtudents was unable to identify Chin. both graduating seniors; next to Brian is alumnus Huy Huynh, visiting

The film utilizes archival footage and campus; next to Huy is Vincent Who? film producer Curtis Chin

Vincent Who'? Producer Curtis Chin I

Asian alliance across the United States.
The latter portion of the event was a panel

discussion moderated by Director Mukhi in which
Curtis Chin, Det Sgt Robert Reecks of the Suffolk
County Police Hate Crimes Unit, and Associate
Philosophy Professor Gary Mar participated.

Shortly before the panel Reecks conducted a
succinct presentation on 'Hate Crimes 2010: Suffolk
County.' Reecks, speaking frankly on the notion of
hate, stated: "Hate isn't something that you are born
with. No one is 20% hate.. It is something that is
taught." The sensitivity of the issue is further
complicated by the fact that hate is complex. "This
isn't a Black or White thing, but a social thing," said
Reecks.

The themes of the panel discussion resonated with
the ideas of empowerment in the AAPI conmmunity,
literacy in race relations, and meditative reflections on
personal experiences. Producer Curtis Chin brought
optimism to the panel by stating: "Everyone can get
involved. One must acknowledge the fact that he/she is
a political being. Recognize the skills that you possess
to give back to your community. It's that simple."

For anyone who missed the film, it is available in
the University Library.

"Vincent Who?" website: www.vincentwhofilm.com
AA E-Zine article: Have You Heard About Vincent

Chin by Kai Huang: www.aaezine.org/articles/vol2 1/
21 N4AAWeekVincentChin. shtml

More photos from the event: www.aasquared.org/
Gallery/VincentWhoCurtisChin20 11

Additional info on Suffolk County: Sgt. Reecks
resigns from Hate Crimes Task Force citing
whitewashing by the County Executive, Southern
Poverty Law Center

Climate of Fear, Southern Poverty Law Center:
www.splcenter.org/publications/climate-of-fear-latino-
immigrants-in-suffolk-county-ny/climate-of-fear

Suffolk County Hate Crimes Unit:
Vwww.co. suffolk.ny.us/police/hatecrimes.htm

a AAE-NE

Imagining the Wang : PH Tuan Charles B Wang Center Photo Conte,
- www.aaezine.org/TuananWangPhotoContest for deadlines & rules

Wanted: Writers, photographers, videographers - anyone interested in media * aaezine@yahoo.co
Messages: 631 632 1395 * Weekly AA E-Zine photo workshops/meetings Fridays, Union 071, 2:30pr

Check online for Spring 2011 times * Excerpt of www.aa2sbu.org/aaezine in SB Press April 2011
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Ki kn' It W ith the Men's Socce Coach
By Vin t B o .n...e

By- Vncent Barone

rts

Nearly six months away from kick-
off, newly-appointed men's soccer Head
Coach Ryan Anatol has the Seawolves
well into their preseason grind. Though
he is not participating in lunges or
sprints, Anatol himself is working hard,
too, at establishing rapports with his
new players.

"I believe in building relationships
with your team on and off the field and
to show your players that they're im:
portant to you as people" said Anatol,
who signed on as the head coach earlier
this March. "Once we form those rela-
tionships, it helps what we do on the
field.'

Last September, while serving as
the assistant coach at the University of
South Florida, Anatol, 32, had a chance
to play against Stony Brook. The Sea-
wolves lost, but Anatol was impressed
with what he saw. "Scouting them and
playing against them, I knew that it was
a team with young, talented players?' Six
months later, he was named the Stony
Brook head coach.

"I was actually blown away by Ryan
at his interview," said Stony Brook Ath-
letic Director Jim Fiore to a small crowd
during the reception to welcome Ana-
tol. Fiore had spent 24 hours with him
during the interviewing process weeks
earlier. "Most importantly, what really
struck me with Ryan is what a quality
human being he is."

Born in Trinidad, Anatol grew up
in a soccer-centric environment. He
started playing when he was five years
old. "Like every other kid, I wanted to
do what my big brother was doing,"
Anatol said, smiling, "and my brother
was a soccer player.' His English
mother, who "had soccer in her blood;'
nudged him on as well.

Anatol later moved to the United
States to play soccer at the University of
Southern Florida, where he was a part
of the school's back-to-back Conference
USA Championship teams in 1997 and
1998.

When his playing days wound
down, he realized that he didn't want to
quit soccer. Upon graduating South
Florida in 2002, Anatol landed an assis-
tant coaching job at the University of
Akron. In tw6 years, he helped the Zips
notch a 28-10-5 record and land two
trips to the NCAA Tournament.

He then returned to his alma mater
and. spent six years there as the assistant

coach and recruiting coordinator.
When Stony Brook's erstwhile head
coach, Cesar Markovic, resigned in Jan-
uary, Anatol saw an opportunity.

"The more that I looked into it,
when I saw the academic reputation;
when I saw what was going on in the
athletic department and the staff, I re-
alized that there were a lot of positives
to [Stony Brook]," said Anatol.

Anatol's keen eye for talent also
played a role in his signing, according
to Fiore, who considers Anatol a prime
recruiter. "My job is to bring in the best
talent. We are going to set the bar high:'
said Anatol, who looks to take advan-
tage of his southeast and international
ties to recruit out-of-state prospects.

After signing, Anatol went right to
work. He met with all of his players in-
dividually and promptly began a train-
ing regimen.

Every weekday morning, on the
track midfield, Anatol is amid the scuf-
fle of blue and yellow practice vests,
barking out instructions that can be
heard all the way from the Lavalle Sta-
dium 'parking lot. Dressed in an all
black tracksuit with closed cropped
curly hair and an exuberant smile, he's
young enough to be confused as a
player.

Just two weeks into training mid-
fielder Kyle McTurk has already ac-
knowledged his new coach's fervor.
"He's an intense person. I was scared at
first, but he knows his sttiff," said Mc-
Turk after a morning of practice.

Anatol has been training McTurk
and the rest of the Seawolves to polish
their habits early in the preseason, fo-
cusing practices on fine-tuning player
reactions to move more quicldy on and
off the ball. If a scrimmage squad com-

mits a faux pas, Anatol reprimands
them the old-fashioned way: ten push-
ups.

"I have an intense personality; said
Anatol, unknowingly echoing McTurk.
"But once training is over, my door is
open. The guys come in and we joke
around and spend time with each other
so I get to know them more as people'

As Anatol eases up at the end of
practice, players josh him for his odd
whistling propensity. "He kind of whis-
tles at us like dogs," McTurk laughed.
"Now it's become a joke. He whistles at
us to try get our attention?'

And Anatol has managed to whis-
tie his way into the hearts of his players
just a month after meeting them.

"He means what he says:' said Mc-
Turk, a junior. "If he tells you some-
thing, he's going to do it. He's just a
straight up kind of guy?'
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